
TEXT ONE                                           The impact of technology on the English language 

Our world is changing faster than    e ver before.From technology and trends, to fashion and  

music,there are so many things that are difficult to keep track of in the age of information. 

The English language is no exception.Keeping up with changing technology will go along way 

In helping you learn how to speak English fluently.  

Every year there are new words that are added to the English language.Most of them have   

To do with technology,or are a result of technology.Why is this the case ? 

 

With the rise of the internet, the English language became a crucial part of the spread of 

Technology.The vocabulary associated with technology.This greatly increased the reach of the 

English language when many other countries started incorporating technology in their culture. 

Let us  now take a look  at some common  words  and  phrases  that did not exist until  very recently 

And have appeared  with the rise of technology :  Social Media, SmartPhone,Apps, Wifi, Blog , 

Mashup,Supercut, Cyberstalking, Firewall   , Bluetooth , ADSL( asymmetric digital suscriber line)  

Adobe Acrobate  Reader,Analogue , Boot, Browser, cache, Download , E mail, HTML (hyper-text  

Markup  language) Megabyte,  Online, PDF(portable document format) , URL ( unique resource  

locater)  etc… 

 

 

Here are instructions you may get  during your exam : 

1- Translate the following words or phrases into french/ English 

2- Write 5 words related to technology. 

3- Answer the following questions according to the text.  

 

 

TEXT TWO    

                     Metals and alloys are useful engineering materials.Their excellent engineering 

properties result in their widespread application in engineering designs. Alloys based on iron 

Are famous ones.Iron and its alloys ,specifically steel, account for over83 percent of the world’s 

Production of total metals and alloys. 

 

 

Here are instructions you may have in your exam : 

 

1- Complete the following sentence. 

2- Translate into F  



People’s Republic Democratic  Of  Algeria 
 

The termly exam of English 

Academic Year : 2020 /2021 

 

 

EXERCISE ONE : Write 4 words related to technology( from the given 

text)  2pts 

 

1-……………………….2-…………………..3-……………………..4-…………………….. 
 

EXERCISE TWO : Translate the following words/ phrases into French              

6pts 

 

A- The impact of technology  …………………………………………………………….. 
B- Social Media      ………………………………………………………. 
C- Download   ……………………………… 

D- English Language      …………………………………………………………………… 

E- Spread of technology      ………………………………………………………………. 
F- Incorporating    ……………………………………………… 

 

 

EXERCISE THREE : Answer the following questions according to 

the text      6pts 
 

1-Is technology changing our globe ? How ? 

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................. 

2-What language  is incorporating most technical 

words ?...................................................................................................................................

............................................................... 

3 -Can technology be  incorporated  in cultures ?.................................................... 

4-Do the cited common words exist before ?.................................................................... 

 

 

EXERCISE  FOUR : Complete the following sentences  according 

to text 2          6pts 

 

1- Alloys based…….              …………….are famous  for…………         
2- …………………..account over  83 percent  of  the  world’s  production  of 

……………and………………………       .. 
 

 


